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Abstract

Plea bargaining accounts for over ninety percent of criminal convictions and it dominates the American criminal justice system. Yet, once a defendant is convicted, bargaining almost completely disappears from the system. Even though years of litigation are on the horizon, there is nearly no bargaining in the appellate and habeas corpus process. There are two reasons for this. First, prosecutors and courts typically lack the power to alter a sentence that has already been imposed. Second, even if prosecutors had the authority to negotiate following a conviction, they would have little incentive to do so. Affirmance rates in ordinary criminal cases approach ninety-five percent in many jurisdictions. Because the government has little incentive to bargain, defendants slowly churn their way through the formal appellate and habeas process.

The lack of post-trial bargaining makes perfect sense in ordinary criminal cases. It does not make as much sense in death-penalty cases, however. Death sentences are followed by decades of litigation. And, more importantly, challenges to death sentences are often successful. Capital cases are reversed at alarming rates, and re-trials typically follow the reversals. Faced with years of appellate litigation that it might not win, and the prospect of a re-trial and another slew of appeals, the State should have an incentive to bargain in its weakest cases.
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And the convicted individual—faced with a death sentence—likely has an even stronger incentive to bargain.

This Article argues that governors should not simply think about clemency as a tool to prevent morally questionable executions. Rather, governors should regularly exercise their commutation power as a form of plea bargaining to clear weak cases out of the system. In exchange for inmates foregoing further appeals, governors could commute death sentences to terms of imprisonment. Clemency bargaining fits squarely within governors’ unreviewable commutation power and would save tens of millions of dollars by ending decades of unruly litigation.
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I. Introduction

There are roughly 3,000 inmates on death row in the United States.1 The number has declined slightly in recent

---

years, but by and large the size of death row has remained the same for two decades. The reason for the backlog is obvious: juries sentence defendants to death, but executions are not carried out until, on average, fifteen years later. Furthermore, executions are the exception. Inmates primarily leave death row not because they were executed, but because of successful appeals. Indeed, the appellate process is so long and burdensome that hundreds of death-row inmates have died of natural causes before being executed. Unlike during the first half of the twentieth century, inmates rarely leave death row because a governor or pardon board has studied the case and decided to grant clemency. The numbers are staggering. Since the reinstatement of capital punishment in 1976, over 3,000 death sentences have been reversed by courts, nearly 1,500 people have been executed, and more than 400 inmates have died while awaiting their executions. Despite these staggering figures, there

---

2. At its height, there were almost 3,600 people on death row in the United States. Id.
3. Id.
4. For instance, the average time from death sentence to execution for the inmates executed in 2013 was 186 months—over fifteen and a half years. See Tracey L. Snell, Bureau of Justice Statistics, Capital Punishment, 2013: Statistical Tables, Tbl. 10, 14 (Dec. 2014) (charting by year the average time between sentencing and execution). In 2011, it was sixteen and a half years. Id.
5. See id. at 19 (indicating that as of 2013, 194 inmates had their convictions or sentences reversed in contrast to 1,359 executions).
have been less than seventy individualized grants\textsuperscript{10} of clemency.\textsuperscript{11}

A system in which the government spends decades fighting to protect thousands of death sentences to see only a fraction of them carried out is inefficient. And that inefficiency is very expensive. States are spending millions of dollars litigating capital cases that do not end in executions.\textsuperscript{12} There are, of course, approaches that could lead to a more efficient capital punishment system. Courts could affirm more death sentences. Judges could process appeals and habeas petitions more quickly.\textsuperscript{13} States could abolish capital punishment altogether and allow death rows to empty out through a combination of a few executions, some reversals, and inmates dying of natural causes.\textsuperscript{14} Similarly, juries could simply stop sentencing inmates to death. Or

\begin{itemize}
\item[10.] See Adam M. Gershowitz, \textit{Rethinking the Timing of Capital Clemency}, 113 Mich. L. Rev. 1, 4 (2014) [hereinafter \textit{Rethinking the Timing}] (advocating for a “threshold clemency determination” that occurs earlier in the criminal justice process).
\item[11.] There have been a handful of mass commutations in which governors emptied death row as they exited office. See Michael Heise, \textit{The Death of Death Row Clemency and the Evolving Politics of Unequal Grace}, 66 Ala. L. Rev. 949, 963 (2015) (“[C]lemency activity for death row inmates—never terribly notable since 1977—has remained flat, at best, or trended down slightly, save for explainable ‘spikes’ associated with mass clemency activity.”).
\item[12.] See Adam M. Gershowitz, \textit{Pay Now, Execute Later: Why Counties Should Be Required To Post a Bond to Seek the Death Penalty}, 41 U. Rich. L. Rev. 861, 890–91 (2007) [hereinafter \textit{Pay Now, Execute Later}] (discussing estimates that “large states such as California and Florida could save tens of millions of dollars per year by eliminating capital punishment”); see also Carol Steiker & Jordan M. Steiker, \textit{Cost and Capital Punishment: A New Consideration Transforms an Old Debate}, 2010 U. Chi. Legal. F. 117, 121 (discussing how New Jersey abandoned the death penalty in part because they were not actually executing anyone on death row and were spending a considerable amount of money on appeals).
\item[13.] This was part of the impetus for the Antiterrorism and Effective Death Penalty Act. See Lyn Entzeroth, \textit{Federal Habeas Review of Death Sentences, Where Are We Now?: A Review of Wiggins v. Smith and Miller-El v. Cockrell}, 39 Tulsa L. Rev. 49, 52 (2003) (quoting President Clinton saying “[f]or too long, and in too many cases, endless death row appeals have stood in the way of justice being served”).
\item[14.] This has happened in some states. Between 2005 and 2012, five states abolished the death penalty. See Corinna Barrett Lain, \textit{The Virtues of Thinking Small}, 67 U. Miami L. Rev. 397, 408 (2013) (noting that the cost of the death penalty plays “a critical role in the decision to abandon capital punishment as the ultimate sanction”).
\end{itemize}
prosecutors could choose to seek the death penalty in only the rarest of cases. Those approaches, however, require big changes by a huge number of actors in the criminal justice system. It is difficult to affect meaningful change when success depends on unifying the behavior of thousands of judges, prosecutors, legislators, or jurors.

This Article does not take a position on whether the death penalty is good or bad public policy. Nor do I suggest that we should have a larger or smaller number of executions. Instead, I take as a starting point the premise that we will have the same number of executions that the United States has carried out over the last few decades.

My argument is that we should have a better process for eliminating costly and legally debatable death sentences from the system earlier in the process. Prosecutors and defense lawyers should not spend fifteen years and thousands of work hours fighting over death sentences that are unlikely to be carried out. Instead, governors should utilize their unique commutation power to remove weak cases—those that will eat up years of resources but probably not end in executions—from the criminal

15. To a certain extent this is already happening. The number of new death sentences is down dramatically in the last few years. In 2013, there were eighty-two death sentences in the United States. In 2014, the number fell to seventy-three. And in 2015, it was only forty-nine. See Death Sentences in the United States From 1977 by State and Year, DEATH PENALTY INFO. CTR., INFORMATION CENTER, http://www.deathpenaltyinfo.org/death-sentences-united-states-1977-2008 (last visited June 16, 2016) (tracking the decline in death sentences per year) (on file with the Washington and Lee Law Review). Of course, even those low numbers still exceeded the number of executions in each year. See Number of Executions Since 1976, supra note 9 (reporting thirty-nine executions in 2013, thirty-five in 2014, and twenty-eight in 2015).

16. Typically, the governor has the sole authority to grant clemency. In a few states, however, the pardon board has some or all of the authority. For a summary, see generally Molly Clayton, Note, Forgiving the Unforgivable: Reinvigorating the Use of Executive Clemency in Capital Cases, 54 B.C. L. REV. 751, 787 (2013) (arguing that state clemency procedures “must satisfy minimal procedural due process”). The main thesis of this article—that governors should use clemency power to plea bargain—applies with equal force to pardon boards. Indeed, because they are more politically insulated, the argument should apply with even greater force to pardon boards.
justice system. And governors should utilize that power early in the appellate process.\textsuperscript{17}

This Article proposes that governors engage in post-trial plea bargaining with death-row inmates. In the weakest cases—those where it seems likely that a conviction or death sentence might be reversed on direct appeal or habeas corpus—governors should offer a deal to the inmate. If the inmate drops all of his appeals and agrees not to file future habeas petitions, his death sentence will be commuted to life without parole or some other term of imprisonment. In the same way that prosecutors plead out weak cases before trial, governors should plead out weak capital cases during the appellate and habeas process.

The use of gubernatorial plea bargaining fits squarely in the American criminal justice system. Plea bargaining has become so important that the Supreme Court has recognized that it is no longer just an “adjunct to the criminal justice system; it is the criminal justice system.”\textsuperscript{18} Over ninety percent of criminal convictions result from plea bargaining.\textsuperscript{19} Yet, there is virtually no post-trial plea bargaining in the American criminal justice system.\textsuperscript{20} There are likely two reasons for this. First, prosecutors and courts likely lack the power to alter a sentence that has already been imposed.\textsuperscript{21} Second, even if prosecutors had the

\textsuperscript{17} Although pardons and commutations typically come on the eve of executions, there is no requirement that governors leave them until after the end of the appellate process. See, e.g., In re Anderson, 92 P.2d 1020, 1021 (Cal. Ct. App. 1939) (noting that California governors can grant clemency any time after conviction and even before a sentence is handed down); COLO. REV. STAT. 16-17-101 (2015) (authorizing capital commutations “when [the governor] deems it proper”).


\textsuperscript{19} See DEPT. OF JUSTICE, BUREAU OF JUSTICE STATISTICS, \textit{SOURCEBOOK OF CRIMINAL JUSTICE STATISTICS ONLINE}, Table 5.22.2009, http://www.albany.edu/sourcebook/pdf/t5222009.pdf (compiling data that tracks how many criminal defendants per year received a conviction by agreeing to a plea bargain).

\textsuperscript{20} See Anup Malani, \textit{Habeas Settlements}, 92 VA. L. REV. 1, 28 (2006) (“In the grand scheme of things, however, habeas settlements are very rare.”).

\textsuperscript{21} See id. at 37 (“The final—though important—explanation for the low prevalence of habeas settlements is that few state courts and no federal courts have the power to amend a sentence after sentencing.”). Professor Malani suggests that Congress amend Federal Rule of Criminal Procedure 35 “to permit
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authority to negotiate following a conviction, they would have little incentive to do so. Affirmance rates in ordinary criminal cases are extremely high. For example, in Harris County, Texas—the so-called capital of capital punishment—the district attorney’s office has an overall affirmance rate in excess of ninety-five percent. With such high affirmance rates, the government has little incentive to bargain after trial. This explains why plea bargaining is a pre-trial phenomenon and why defendants instead spend the post-trial process slowly churning their way through the formal appellate and habeas process rather than negotiating deals.

The same logic, however, should not hold for capital cases. Death sentences are followed by decades of litigation. And that litigation often results in reversal of convictions and death sentences. In a path-breaking study, Professor James Liebman and his colleagues documented that between 1973 and 1995, sixty-eight percent of death sentences were reversed on direct appeal or habeas review. Of course, as Professor Liebman and
other scholars have recognized in subsequent work, reversals have become less frequent in recent years.\footnote{See James S. Liebman & Peter Clarke, Minority Practice, Majority's Burden: The Death Penalty Today, 9 OHIO ST. J. CRIM. L. 255, 337 n.415 (2011) ("Given Congress's adoption of legislation in 1996 reducing federal prisoners' access to federal habeas corpus review, it is likely that the reversal rate in federal court has declined recently."); Nancy J. King et al., Executive Summary: Habeas Litigation in U.S. District Courts: An Empirical Study of Habeas Corpus Cases Filed by State Prisoners Under the Antiterrorism and Effective Death Penalty Act of 1996 61 (2007) (reviewing 267 capital cases filed between 2000 and 2002 and finding that twelve percent received habeas relief in federal district court).} Nevertheless, it remains quite common for capital convictions and death sentences to be reversed.\footnote{See Jordan M. Steiker, Peculiar Times for a Peculiar Institution, 48 TULSA L. REV. 357, 365 (2012) (explaining that “reversal rates in capital cases reached astonishing levels in the first two decades following [Furman v. Georgia, 408 U.S. 238 (1972)] and remain significant (albeit diminished) today").}

It also almost goes without saying that capital cases are much more expensive than ordinary cases at the post-trial stages.\footnote{See Sherod Thaxton, Leveraging Death, 103 J. CRIM. L. & CRIMINOLOGY 475, 544–45 (2013) (discussing studies indicating that, in Maryland, capital appeals cost five times more than non-capital cases, and that in Kansas, capital appeals cost twenty times more than non-capital appeals).} Unlike ordinary defendants, many death-row inmates are represented by counsel in the habeas process.\footnote{See King et al., supra note 27, at 62 (2007) (noting that “all but seven percent of death row filers have counsel to assist them in seeking federal habeas relief, while all but seven percent of non-capital prisoners proceed pro se").} The death penalty bar specializes in capital litigation and files detailed appellate briefs that require considerable time and attention from the attorney general’s office as well as judges and clerks.

We therefore know that (1) capital cases are much more expensive than ordinary cases and (2) states lose a considerable number of death penalty cases during the appellate and habeas process.\footnote{See William J. Stuntz, The Uneasy Relationship Between Criminal Procedure and Criminal Justice, 107 YALE L.J. 1, 65 (1997) (explaining that death-row inmates “often have very high-quality volunteer representation on habeas corpus” and as a result there “has been both a large volume of habeas litigation in capital cases and strikingly high success rates for capital defendants").} Now add two other facts: (3) states are struggling
financially, and (4) while counties initiate capital prosecutions, it is typically the states that pay the bills for the appellate and habeas process. Faced with these four facts, states should be willing to plea bargain after trial if they think a death sentence is unlikely to survive on appeal and actually result in execution. That plea bargaining should logically fall to the only executive branch actor with authority to stop the death penalty process—the governor.

Put another way, governors are elected to act in the best interests of their states. When they see a weak death sentence moving through the system that is likely to cost the state considerable litigation costs but not end in execution, the governor should step forward and cut a deal that eliminates the costly litigation. The inmate, in turn, should want the deal in order to eliminate the possibility of being executed.

Requiring an inmate to forego future appeals in exchange for clemency is what is called a “conditional commutation.” Presidents and governors have sporadically used conditional commutations in the past. For instance, chief executives have commuted non-capital sentences in exchange for inmates renouncing terrorism, pursuing a high school degree, and even donating a kidney. Although there is not a tremendous amount of case law, the Supreme Court of the United States has upheld conditional commutations in the past. And because the condition would be the waiver of appeals—something that


33. See Pay Now, Execute Later, supra note 12, at 864 n.18 (offering several examples of states that pay for these appeals).

34. See Harold J. Krent, Conditioning the President’s Conditional Pardoning Power, 89 CAL. L. REV. 1665, 1668 (2001) (noting that “from President Washington on, presidents have attached conditions to many pardons and commutations”).

35. See infra notes 81–106 and accompanying text (discussing some of the more extreme restrictions that governors have placed on grants of clemency).

36. See infra note 108 and accompanying text (noting that the Supreme Court is not opposed to some of these odd clemency arrangements).
regularly occurs in pre-trial plea bargaining—**it is nearly certain that the conditional commutation would be well within governors’ authority.**

In short, conditional commutations have occurred throughout American history, and they appear to be perfectly constitutional. To date, however, governors have not used conditional commutations as a form of post-trial plea bargaining to improve the functioning of the criminal justice system. Of course, there are political reasons why governors are reluctant to exercise their clemency power. But in an era when a few states have abolished capital punishment altogether because of its astronomical cost, the exercise of capital clemency may not be the third rail of politics that it has long been. Now may be the time for executive clemency to become a regular part of an efficient death penalty process.

This Article proceeds in five parts. Part II briefly reviews the paltry state of capital clemency. Part III describes not just the low number of death penalty commutations over the last forty years, but also how those commutations are typically reserved for claims of innocence or other defendant-specific characteristics, rather than to facilitate a functional criminal justice system. Part III then recounts some significant conditional commutations that have been issued over the years. Part IV explains why a deal in

---


38. See infra notes 156–158 and accompanying text (explaining how some governors have experienced political fallout after granting clemency).

39. See *Conditional Pardons*, 1 U.S. Op. Att’y Gen. 482 (1821) (“The President has power to grant a conditional pardon to a convict, provided the condition be compatible with the genius of our constitution and laws.”).


41. See * supra* note 14 and accompanying text (describing five states that have abolished the death penalty).

42. Indeed, Professor Michael Heise’s empirical work casts doubt on the conventional wisdom that politicians are completely unwilling to exercise their clemency power. See Heise, * supra* note 11, at 979–84 (listing governors who have emptied death row as they left office).
which a governor commutes a death sentence in exchange for the inmate foregoing any future appeals would be perfectly constitutional. Parts V and VI then address the most likely objections to my proposal. Part V explains how it would be possible for governors to know early in the appellate process of many capital cases that a reversal is more likely than an execution. Part VI then addresses the objection that politics will prevent governors from using their commutation power to plea bargain.

II. Capital Clemency Is Rare Overall and Used for Limited Reasons

It is well known that capital clemency in the United States is rare. Governors dispense mercy from death sentences far less often than in decades past. Moreover, governors typically grant capital clemency only for a narrow range of reasons. This Part briefly recounts the quantitative decline in capital clemency over the last century and explains how commutations are reserved for a very limited set of rationales.

As Professor Hugo Adam Bedau documented, capital clemency was fairly robust in the first half of the twentieth century. One out of every four or five death sentences was commuted. For instance, between 1900 and 1958 there were 101 death sentences and thirty commutations in Massachusetts. In New York from 1920 to 1936 there were 252 death sentences and eighty-three commutations. Even southern states—today’s so-called death belt—had significant numbers of commutations. Texas alone commuted eighty-five death sentences between 1924 and 1968.

Matters are far different today. In the forty years since capital punishment was reinstated in the United States—from

43. See Bedau, supra note 7 and accompanying text (discussing the declining rate of clemency).
44. Id. at 266.
45. Id. at 265.
46. Id.
47. Id.
1976 to 2015—only 280 death row inmates have received clemency. And that number is dramatically inflated by “mass commutations” in which a handful of governors have emptied death row. Most notably, in 2003, Governor George Ryan commuted all of death row in Illinois (167 people) because of flaws in the state’s capital punishment system and an alarming number of exonerations. Additionally, there have been smaller mass commutations that have emptied death rows in New Mexico, Ohio, New Jersey, Maryland, and a second time in Illinois. In total, mass commutations account for roughly 210 of the 280 capital clemency grants over the last forty years. In only about seventy cases over the last forty years have governors or pardon boards individually analyzed an inmate’s case and decided to commute a sentence or pardon the inmate.

To put matters in perspective, consider the number of death sentences, executions, and individualized commutations over the last forty years. From 1977 to 2015, there were 7,867 death sentences, 1,450 executions, and 66 individualized commutations.

---

48. See Clemency, DEATH PENALTY INFO. Ctr., http://deathpenaltyinfo.org/clemency (last visited Sept. 7, 2016) (noting that the humanitarian reasons for clemency include “doubts about the defendant’s guilt or judgments about the death penalty by the governor”) (on file with the Washington and Lee Law Review).

49. See infra notes 50–52 (discussing recent instances of mass commutations).

50. See Jodi Wilgoren, Citing Issues of Fairness, Governor Clears Out Death Row in Illinois, N.Y. Times (Jan. 12, 2003) http://www.nytimes.com/2003/01/12/us/citing-issue-of-fairness-governor-clears-out-death-row-in-illinois.html (last visited July 9, 2016) (describing Governor Ryan’s decision to commute the sentences of all inmates on death row) (on file with the Washington and Lee Law Review). Some observers (and prosecutors) have suggested that Governor Ryan commuted death row out of personal interest because he was facing indictment on criminal misconduct charges (for which he was subsequently convicted and incarcerated) and thought the commutations would help his reputation. See JAMES L. MERRINER, THE MAN WHO EMPTIED DEATH ROW: GOVERNOR GEORGE RYAN AND THE POLITICS OF CRIME 137 (2008) (“Prosecutors suggested, subtly but unmistakably, that Ryan’s blanket clemency for death row prisoners was designed to overshadow his impending indictment.”).

51. Clemency, supra note 48.

52. See id. (listing each commutation); see also Rethinking the Timing, supra note 10, at 13 (reviewing the sixty-six individualized commutations through 2014).

53. Id.
sentences in the United States, but only 1,422 executions. Of the more than 6,000 remaining people who sat on death row (many of whom stayed there for many years), only about seventy people received an individualized commutation.

The conventional wisdom for the small number of capital clemencies is well known: commutations and pardons are not good politics. Governors who aspire to run for president likely have great concern about the unpopularity of commuting death sentences. The politics of crime became much more punitive in the second half of the twentieth century. Richard Nixon campaigned for the presidency on a law-and-order campaign in 1968. Longer, harsher sentences became a fixture of the 1980s as rehabilitation went out of style and was replaced by retributivism and deterrence as the goals of punishment. Led by President Clinton, Democrats eventually adopted the tough-on-crime rhetoric as well. In an environment in which mercy and rehabilitation took a backseat to retribution and deterrence, it is not surprising that governors and their appointed pardon boards became less willing to grant clemency.

55. Id.
58. See Judge Nancy Gertner, A Short History of American Sentencing: Too Little Law, Too Much Law, or Just Right, 100 J. CRIM. L & CRIMINOLOGY, 691, 698 (2010) (“The public, and certain members of the academy, gave up on rehabilitation as a central purpose of sentencing, instead championing a philosophy known as 'limited' retribution.”).
59. See Sara Sun Beale, What's Law Got To Do With It? The Political, Social Psychological and Other Non-Legal Factors Influencing the Development of (Federal) Criminal Law, 1 BUFF. CRIM. L. REV. 23, 42–43 (1997) (noting the realization of Congressional Democrats in the 1990s that “their traditional support of more liberal crime policies had become a major political liability”).
60. See Rachel E. Barkow, Clemency and Presidential Administration of Criminal Law, 90 NYU L. REV. 802, 815–18 (2015) [hereinafter Clemency and
The politics of crime help to explain the limited reasons why governors grant clemency. With the exception of sporadic mass commutations, governors have consistently adopted a fairly narrow set of reasons for granting capital clemency. In his 1991 article, Professor Bedau recounted the reasons for mercy in capital cases. He found that governors granted clemency for possible innocence; proportionality with co-defendants’ sentences; public opposition to the death penalty (in the 1960s); unconstitutionality of death penalty statutes; rehabilitation of the offender; mitigating factors about the inmate’s background; and, in the case of one governor, a non-unanimous decision by the appellate courts about the legality of defendants’ convictions.

Matters have not changed much in the modern era. Not surprisingly, the most common reason for capital clemency over the last forty years has been doubts about an inmate’s guilt. In roughly two-dozen of the seventy individualized commutations, the primary rationale for mercy was doubt about the guilt of the death-row inmate. In other cases, governors have pointed to proportionality concerns (such as a co-defendant not being sentenced to death or the inmate not being the trigger-person). In some cases, governors commuted sentences because of characteristics about the inmate, such as mental

1372 73 WASH. & LEE L. REV. 1359 (2016)

Presidential Administration] (explaining how the lack of parole and “tough on crime” attitudes reduced clemency).

61. See Bedau, supra note 7, at 259–60 (discussing a grant of clemency when the Supreme Court expressed concern about a death penalty sentence).

62. Id.

63. See Rethinking the Timing, supra note 10, at 7–12 (discussing nine cases in detail); Clemency, supra note 48 (summarizing clemency rationale in each case for the last forty years).


66. See Clemency, supra note 48 (summarizing clemency rationale in each case for the last forty years).
health problems,\textsuperscript{67} abusive childhood,\textsuperscript{68} or rehabilitation while in prison.\textsuperscript{69} In a small number of cases, governors commuted sentences for less conventional reasons such as requests from the prosecutor,\textsuperscript{70} the victim’s family,\textsuperscript{71} and even the Pope.\textsuperscript{72}

Very few commutations have been granted over the last forty years because of flaws in the legal process of a case. In a few cases, governors appeared to base commutations in part on ineffective assistance of counsel.\textsuperscript{73} However, in each of these

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{73} See Kristin M. Hall, Tenn. Governor Commutes Death Sentence, \textit{USA TODAY} (Sept. 14, 2007), http://usatoday30.usatoday.com/news/nation/2007-09-14-1360199315_x.htm (last visited Sept. 8, 2016) (noting that Governor Bredesen commuted an inmate’s death sentence because of what he described as
cases, even though the rationale for clemency was a flaw (or perceived flaw) in the legal process, the governor seemingly granted clemency because the legal flaw rendered the execution morally questionable. History therefore seems to tell us that clemency is limited to cases where governors think an execution would be morally questionable. This differs dramatically from the pre-trial plea bargaining process. History tells us that before trial it is perfectly appropriate for prosecutors to bargain to make the criminal justice system run smoothly. Over-crowded dockets are ameliorated by plea bargaining. Weak cases are resolved by charge bargains to a lower-level offense or sentence bargains to a shorter term of imprisonment. And plea bargaining is alive and well at the pre-trial stage in capital cases as well. Prosecutors regularly seek death—perhaps as a bargaining chip to induce a guilty plea—but ultimately agree to a non-capital sentence in exchange for a guilty plea. More crassly stated, prosecutors regularly consider resources and the efficiency of the criminal


77. Professor John Douglass recently provided a startling description of Virginia’s capital charging:
Virginia prosecutors now charge about twenty cases of capital murder annually for each case that results in a death sentence. What happens to the other nineteen cases? Plea bargaining fills much of that gap. Today, even more than in years past, Virginia’s death penalty functions primarily as a bargaining chip in a plea negotiation process that resolves most capital litigation with sentences less than death.

John G. Douglass, Death as a Bargaining Chip: Plea Bargaining and the Future of Virginia’s Death Penalty, 49 U. Rich. L. Rev. 873, 873–74 (2015); see also Thaxton, supra note 29, at 483 (analyzing charging decisions in Georgia from 1993 to 2000 and concluding that “my conservative estimate is that the threat of the death penalty increases the likelihood of reaching a plea agreement by approximately 20 percentage points”).
justice process before trial. By contrast, at the capital clemency stage, governors never appear to consider those factors.

There are three obvious reasons why governors do not engage in clemency bargaining after trial. First, they almost always consider clemency petitions at the very end of the road after courts have already rejected appeals and habeas corpus petitions. At that point, there is no bargaining to be done because the inmate has nothing to give up. A governor who grants clemency on the eve of an execution gets nothing in return because there is no litigation left for the inmate to terminate. Second, and relatedly, clemency supposedly must be left until the end of the process because governors would lack the necessary information to make an informed determination in the middle of litigation. Third, as noted above, it is considered politically undesirable for governors to grant clemency. In order to protect their future political aspirations, governors avoid using their clemency power except in the most extreme cases.

As I explain in Parts V and VI below, I do not think the latter two explanations are insurmountable obstacles to using clemency as a plea bargaining tool. The objections may explain the current state of affairs, but they are not necessarily the approach that must guide us moving forward. Before addressing the practical objections to post-trial plea bargaining though, I turn in Part III to negotiated, or so-called “conditional,” clemency, which has been awarded in the past and, in Part IV, to the legality of such clemency deals.

III. Governors and Presidents Have Issued Conditional Clemency

Governors and presidents have wide power to grant clemency. The general public likely thinks of the clemency power as an all-or-nothing approach. People might think that

78. See Rethinking the Timing, supra note 10, at 2–3 (arguing that governors should not wait until the end of the process to consider clemency).
79. For a classic work on the history and scope of the clemency power, see generally Kathleen Dean Moore, Pardons: Justice, Mercy, and the Public Interest (1989) (discussing pardons, reprieves, amnesty, and commutations).
80. See Stephanos Bibas, Transparency and Participation in Criminal
the president has the binary choice of pardoning an individual (and wiping out his conviction) or doing nothing. Or the public might think that a governor can choose only between commuting a death sentence or taking no action. This is the set of choices we are familiar with because this is what happens most often. Clemency usually takes the form of complete pardons or sentence reductions. In fact, however, the clemency power is not an all-or-nothing option. Rather, because the clemency power is so broad, governors and presidents actually have quite a bit of room to creatively exercise their authority. Some chief executives have done just that.

Some of the most famous conditional commutations have been issued by presidents. In 1971, President Nixon conditionally commuted the sentence of labor leader Jimmy Hoffa.\footnote{See Hoffa v. Saxbe, 378 F. Supp. 1221, 1225–45 (D.D.C. 1974) (exploring the historical development of the constitutional power to pardon and ultimately concluding that the pardon of Mr. Hoffa was lawful).} Mr. Hoffa had been convicted of obstruction of justice and fraud and was part way through serving a thirteen-year sentence.\footnote{See id. at 1223–24 (noting that Mr. Hoffa first filed petitions for commutation in December 1971).} President Nixon commuted Hoffa’s sentence and granted him immediate release, but he imposed the condition that Hoffa “not engage in direct or indirect management of any labor organization prior to March 6, 1980.”\footnote{Id. at 1224. For a discussion of Hoffa’s case, see Patrick R. Cowlishaw, Note, The Conditional Presidential Pardon, 28 Stan. L. Rev. 149, 154–55 (1975) (arguing that a potential for abuse exists within the conditional commutation framework).}

In 1999, President Clinton offered conditional clemency to sixteen members of the Puerto Rican nationalist group F.A.L.N.\footnote{See Charles Babington, Puerto Rican Nationalists Freed From Prison, WASH. POST (Sept. 11, 1999), http://www.washingtonpost.com/wp-srv/politics/campaigns/keyraces2000/stories/faln091199.htm (last visited Sept. 8, 2016) (detailing how President Clinton offered the inmates clemency if they would renounce violence) (on file with the Washington and Lee Law Review).} The condition was that, in exchange for clemency, each individual would have to renounce the use of terrorism to achieve
independence for Puerto Rico. Fourteen of the individuals accepted President Clinton's terms and had their sentences commuted. Two other individuals refused the condition and declined the commutation.

On his last day in office in 2001, President Clinton commuted the sentences of thirty-six drug offenders. Those commutations included conditions. Some offenders had to take period drug tests and others were required to serve a period of supervised release.

As Dean Harold Kent has described, many other presidents have issued conditional commutations:

From President Washington on, presidents have attached conditions to many pardons and commutations. President Lincoln's offer of amnesty to Southern secessionists on the condition that they take a loyalty oath marks one controversial example. . . . [P]residents have required, on pain of revocation of the pardon, that offenders make restitution, drop financial claims against the government or accept deportation. Perhaps more surprisingly, presidents have required that offenders not drink, not associate with undesirables, and provide their families with greater financial support.

Some of those presidential commutations have attached dramatic and invasive conditions. For instance, President Coolidge commuted a prison sentence but required that the inmate

shall abstain from the possession and use of intoxicating liquor; shall not associate with persons of evil character; shall lead an orderly, industrious life; shall work and reside where

86. Babington, supra note 84.
87. Id.
88. Krent, supra note 34, at 1667.
89. Id.
90. Id. at 1668.
the Attorney General of the United States, through the Superintendent of Prisons of the Department of Justice, shall direct; shall maintain and support his divorced wife and their children to the satisfaction of the Attorney General, and shall report his residence and occupation to the said Superintendent of Prisons between the first and fifth days of each month.\(^\text{91}\)

Governors have likewise issued conditional commutations. In a famous case, Governor Douglas Wilder of Virginia offered conditional clemency to the basketball star Allen Iverson. While in high school (when he was already an All-American and sought after by colleges around the country), Iverson was involved in a brawl and was accused of striking a woman with a chair.\(^\text{92}\) Iverson was convicted of multiple felony charges and sentenced to fifteen years, with ten suspended.\(^\text{93}\) A few months later, after Iverson had served some jail time, Governor Wilder offered him conditional clemency: in exchange for release from prison, Iverson agreed to family counseling, a nightly curfew, and not playing sports while he finished high school.\(^\text{94}\) Two weeks later, Governor Wilder granted conditional clemency to two other individuals convicted in the same brawl.\(^\text{95}\) According to news reports, “[t]he men . . . agree[d] to enroll in college and attend classes regularly, receive family counseling, observe a curfew of 10:30 p.m. on

\(^{91}\) Ex parte Weathers, 33 F.2d 294, 294 (S.D. Fla. 1929).


\(^{93}\) Id.


weekdays and midnight on weekends, and remain under Parole Board supervision.”

Governor Haley Barbour made an even more overt—some would say extremely distasteful—use of conditional clemency in Mississippi in 2010. Gladys and Jaime Scott had been sentenced to life imprisonment following an armed robbery involving only eleven dollars. Their case had attracted considerable national attention because of the small amount of money, the steep punishment, and allegations of racial bias. In addition, Jaime Scott was in poor health and needed a kidney transplant that likely would have been paid for by the state of Mississippi. Governor Barbour acceded to the pressure to grant clemency, but attached a condition: in exchange for clemency, Gladys Scott would have to donate a kidney to Jaime Scott after release, thus shifting the costs to Medicaid and saving Mississippi from paying the costs of Jaime’s medical care. While Governor Barbour’s kidney transplant condition drew objections from bioethicists, the idea of conditioning commutation in the abstract drew little fire.

96. Id.

97. See Jamila Jefferson-Jones, The Exchange of Inmate Organs for Liberty: Diminishing the “Yuck Factor” in the Bioethics Repugnance Debate, 16 J. GENDER RACE & JUST. 105, 105–06 (2013) (noting that many people’s response to Governor Barbour’s grant of clemency was not rooted in a legal argument, but repugnance).

98. Id. at 126.


100. Id.

101. Id.


103. Indeed, you can find run-of-the-mill language about conditional commutations on state criminal justice websites. See, e.g., Clemency, OHIO DEP’t OF REHABILITATION AND CORRECTIONS, http://www.drc.ohio.gov/web/clemency1.htm (last visited June 16, 2016) (noting that “[a] commutation may be conditional or unconditional”) (on file with the Washington and Lee Law
Of course, most conditional commutations do not involve terrorists, the most famous labor leader in history, legendary basketball stars, or organ donation. Rather, most conditional commutations actually involve the subject of this article: capital commutations. Governors often commute death sentences with the condition that inmates remain in prison for life without the possibility of parole. As I explain in the next Part, constitutional challenges to conditional commutations (including those involving the death penalty) have failed.

IV. Clemency as Plea Bargaining Is Constitutional

Would it be constitutional for a governor to strike a deal in which a death-row inmate agrees to forego all appeals and habeas petitions in exchange for a commutation to life imprisonment without parole? The answer appears to be “yes.”

To start with the obvious, presidents and governors have the power to commute a death sentence to life imprisonment. The Supreme Court held nearly one hundred years ago, in Biddle v. Perovich, that the president need not Review).  

104. For example, upon leaving office, President Eisenhower commuted the death sentence of a military prisoner on the condition that he never be eligible for parole. See Schlick v. Reed, 419 U.S. 256, 268 (1974) (holding “that the conditional commutation of his death sentence was lawful when made and that intervening events have not altered its validity”).

105. Most of the authority discussed in this section involves presidential clemency. Gubernatorial commutations would also have to pass muster under the relevant state constitutions. Generally speaking, it is clear that clemency clauses in state constitutions are equally broad and thus the outcome is very unlikely to be different under state constitutional law.

106. The Supreme Court’s decision in Ohio v. Woodward, 523 U.S. 272 (1998), which required that clemency procedures comport with a minimum standard of due process, reinforces the broad power of the executive. Chief executives cannot flip a coin or arbitrarily deny access to the clemency process, but beyond that a due process violation is extremely unlikely. As Professor Rachel Barkow has concluded in the presidential context “[t]he pardon power is, then, a sweeping constitutional power that is checked only by the political process and the power of voters to elect a new President should they disagree with the clemency decisions of the current one.” Clemency and Presidential Administration, supra note 60, at 813.

even obtain the consent of an individual to commute his sentence from death to life.\textsuperscript{108}

Presidents and governors can attach conditions to commutations. In 1960, President Eisenhower commuted the punishment of a military inmate from death to life imprisonment.\textsuperscript{109} Because a pure commutation would have made Schick eligible for parole under military law, President Eisenhower imposed a condition that “Schick shall never have any rights, privileges, claims, or benefits arising under the parole and suspension or remission of sentence laws of the United States.”\textsuperscript{110} More than a decade after the conditional commutation, Schick sought parole and eventually filed suit over his eligibility.\textsuperscript{111} The Supreme Court rejected Schick’s challenge, explaining that “this Court has long read the Constitution as authorizing the President to deal with individual cases by granting conditional pardons.”\textsuperscript{112} The Court further recognized that in adding conditions to clemency, chief executives are not required to choose among conditions in the sentencing statutes. As the Court explained, “Presidents throughout our history as a Nation have exercised the power to pardon or commute sentences upon conditions that are not specifically authorized by statute.”\textsuperscript{113}

The next question is whether the president or governor can strike a deal in which the inmate agrees to a condition in exchange for a commutation. Once again, Supreme Court precedent clearly offers an affirmative answer. In 1852, President Fillmore offered to commute William Wells’ death sentence if he agreed to serve a life term.\textsuperscript{114} Wells agreed,\textsuperscript{115} but subsequently

\textsuperscript{108} In a slightly contradictory earlier decision the Court allowed a newspaper editor who had invoked the Fifth Amendment to refuse a pardon that would have compelled him to testify. \textit{See Burdick v. United States}, 236 U.S. 79, 94 (1915) (noting that it was Burdick’s right to refuse the pardon, and as such, it was his right to decline to testify).

\textsuperscript{109} \textit{See Schick}, 419 U.S. at 257 (explaining that the inmate challenged the validity of the condition attached to his commutation).

\textsuperscript{110} \textit{Id.} at 258.

\textsuperscript{111} \textit{Id.} at 259.

\textsuperscript{112} \textit{Id.} at 265.

\textsuperscript{113} \textit{Id.} at 266.

\textsuperscript{114} \textit{See Ex parte Wells}, 59 U.S. 307, 308 (1856) (noting that Wells accepted the conditional commutation on the same day it was offered). As the \textit{Schick}
argued, *inter alia*, that the condition was illegal because he accepted it under duress. The Supreme Court unequivocally rejected Wells’ challenges to the condition and enforced his agreement.

Thus far we have established that (1) chief executives can commute death sentences to life imprisonment without parole; (2) the president or governor can attach conditions to the commutations; (3) the conditions need not be affirmatively authorized by underlying statute or law; and (4) the condition can be the result of a bargained agreement with the inmate. The only remaining question for our purposes is whether certain conditions might be so egregious as to be unconstitutional and unenforceable. Here the answer is “maybe in some cases,” but certainly not in the case of a condition that requires an inmate to forego future appeals.

There is far less precedent to determine whether certain conditions are constitutional. One could imagine that certain conditions would shock the conscience and be off-limits. To date, there is no clear precedent forbidding certain conditions. On the other hand, there is precedent approving conditions that are far more questionable than requiring inmates to forego future appeals. President Nixon’s conditional commutation of Jimmy Hoffa is the most instructive.

After serving about four years of a thirteen-year sentence, the infamous labor leader Jimmy Hoffa petitioned President Nixon for a commutation. Hoffa contended that he would not be a drain on society if released because he could live on his decision later made clear. Wells’ agreement was not necessary. *See supra* notes 104–109 and accompanying text (discussing Schick).

115. *Id.*

116. *Id.* at 315.

117. *Id.*

118. *See* Krent, *supra* note 34, at 1666 (arguing that granting clemency in exchange for a kidney is an example of an agreement that “shocks the conscience”).

119. *See* Hoffa v. Saxbe, 378 F. Supp. 1221, 1224 (D.D.C. 1974) (noting that Mr. Hoffa represented in his petition that he “does not have routine problems usually faced by persons released from prison for the reason that he has a home, a devoted family, ties in the community, and adequate assurances of a continuing livelihood”).
pension and that he “intend[ed] to enter the educational field on a limited basis as a teacher, lecturer or educator, as may be approved by your Excellency.”

Hoffa’s clemency petition thus insinuated that if he were released he would not return to labor organizing activities. President Nixon took Hoffa up on that offer. In December 1971, President Nixon commuted Hoffa’s sentence “upon the condition that the said James R. Hoffa not engage in direct or indirect management of any labor organization prior to March sixth, 1980.”

Hoffa was released from prison but a few years later he challenged the labor organizing condition on the ground that it violated his First Amendment rights to free speech and association.

A federal district judge rejected Hoffa’s argument because “the history and nature of the pardoning power has always contemplated the type of broad discretion which would permit the repository of power to devise and attach lawful conditions to its clemency and to offer the same to the clemency applicant.” The court applied a two-part test that assessed (1) whether the condition was directly related to the public interest and (2) whether it unreasonably infringed on Hoffa’s constitutional rights. The court had “no hesitation” in finding that a restriction on Hoffa’s involvement in organized labor was directly related to the commutation of criminal offenses arising out of labor activities. And because the Supreme Court had authorized legislatures to restrict the post-release work activity of felons, the court found that the President had the same authority as part of his commutation power.

An even more startling condition was imposed by the governor of Ohio in 1980. Anthony Carchedi, who was serving a long prison sentence for armed robbery, sought parole and argued

120. Id.
121. Id. at 1224.
122. See id. at 1240–41 (discussing how these claims had been raised by other prisoners based on conditions of their release set by statute).
123. Id. at 1234.
124. Id. at 1236.
125. Id. at 1237–38.
126. Id. at 1240 (citing De Veau v. Braisted, 363 U.S.144 (1960)).
that he was not a threat to the citizens of Ohio because he had no family there and would leave the state immediately upon release. 127 Although Carchedi was not paroled, the governor commuted his sentence on the condition that he not return to Ohio until the maximum term of his sentence had run (unless the parole board offered special permission). 128 Only eight weeks after being released though, Carchedi sought to re-enter Ohio to visit his fiancée. 129 The parole board rejected his request, setting up a challenge to the legality of what Cardechi called a “banishment” condition. 130 The federal court in Ohio explained how broad the clemency power is under the Ohio Constitution, and that a condition will not be invalidated unless it is “found to be illegal, impossible of performance, or contrary to public policy.” 131 The court recognized that the condition implicated constitutional rights of association and travel, but refused to find the condition illegal because Cardechi had willingly agreed to the condition. 132 According to the federal court, an agreement to abide by a condition in exchange for release “is no different from other agreements in which the government conditions its grant of a substantial benefit on the relinquishment of a known constitutional right.” 133 The court thus saw a conditional commutation as no different than a conventional plea bargain with a prosecutor in advance of trial. 134

The leading scholarly analysis about conditional clemency supports the conclusion (if not all of the reasoning) in Hoffa and Cardechi. As Dean Krent has explained, it would seemingly be improper to uphold a bargain in which a president granted a

128. Id. at 1012.
129. Id.
130. Id.
131. Id. at 1013.
132. See id. at 1017 (noting that Cardechi had initiated the parole conversation with the governor and had brought up the “no return” option himself).
133. Id. at 1016.
134. See id. at 1017–18 (analyzing Cardechi’s waiver and finding that he knowingly and intelligently agreed to the terms presented by the state).
pardon in exchange for money or for a president to require the recipient of a pardon to attend Presbyterian Church services (as opposed to those of some other religion). The former would violate laws enacted by Congress; the latter would run afoul of the First Amendment. But absent cases in which the restriction of a constitutional right is so obvious that it “shocks society’s conscience,” the inmate’s autonomy interest in deciding whether to accept the condition should prevail.

If it is constitutional for a conditional commutation to impose restrictions on travel, First Amendment speech, and organizational rights, it must be permissible for a condition to require an inmate to forego further appeals and habeas petitions. Plea bargaining is the engine that runs the American criminal justice system and a key component of that system is that defendants waive most of their appellate rights in exchange for a charge or sentencing bargain. If defendants can constitutionally waive their appellate rights in exchange for a pre-trial plea bargain, it stands to reason that death-row inmates can do the same after conviction.

Consider all of this in totality: (1) the federal and state constitutions grant sweeping clemency power to chief executives, (2) inmates have strong (and logical) autonomy interests in bargaining to avoid execution; (3) defendants are allowed to waive the very same appellate rights as part of a pre-trial plea bargain; and (4) courts have upheld even more questionable conditions, such as the ones in Hoffa and

135. See Krent, supra note 34, at 1699 (describing a condition that a prisoner violated by association with “unsavory characters”). Another leading clemency expert suggests additional scenarios—such as requiring a contribution to a president’s campaign or library—as unenforceable. See Daniel T. Kobil, Compelling Mercy: Judicial Review and the Clemency Power, 9 U. St. Thomas L.J. 698, 718 (2012) (providing examples of likely unconstitutional conditions).

136. See Krent, supra note 34, at 1692 (noting that another rare instance that could trump an inmate’s autonomy is when a condition “lengthens the punishment meted out by a court”).

137. See Bibas, Regulating the Plea Bargaining Market, supra note 37, at 1121 (noting that, from 1970 to 2000, most criminal cases were resolved by plea bargain).

138. See Nancy Jean King, Priceless Process: Nonnegotiable Features of Criminal Litigation, 47 UCLA L. Rev. 113, 143 (1999) (arguing that, even with limitations, plea bargains would not work without waivers of rights).
Carchedi, that seemingly impinge on core constitutional principles. This combination of factors should leave little doubt that it is constitutional for a governor to condition a commutation on an inmate foregoing all further appeals and habeas corpus petitions.

**V. It Is Not Difficult to Identify (Some) Weak Capital Cases Early in the Appellate Process**

Having established the constitutionality of using clemency to engage in post-trial plea bargaining, the next question is would governors practically be able to identify the weak cases that should be commuted? In other words, would it be too difficult for governors to know early in the appellate process that a case is likely to be reversed on appeal? Some critics might object that the legal problems most likely to lead to an appellate or habeas reversal cannot be known early in a capital case. Indeed, some legal issues that account for a considerable number of reversals—for instance, ineffective assistance of counsel and *Brady* violations—139—are typically not even brought until after a hearing in the habeas corpus process.140

The argument that governors won’t know enough early in the process to make an informed decision about which sentences to commute has some merit, but it is certainly not fatal. It is true


140. Some states do not allow ineffective assistance claims to be brought until after direct review is completed. See, e.g., Eve Brensike Primus, Structural Reform in Criminal Defense: Relocating Ineffective Assistance of Counsel Claims, 92 CORNELL L. REV. 679, 689 (2007) (explaining that “the vast majority of jurisdictions do not allow defendants to open or supplement the trial court record to support [ineffective assistance] claims”); Carissa Byrne Hessick, Ineffective Assistance at Sentencing, 50 B.C.L. REV. 1069, 1097 & n.165 (2009) (noting that “the review of ineffective assistance review is largely limited to collateral attacks”).
that in many cases it would be very hard for governors to know whether a case will survive the appellate gauntlet. I am happy to concede that governors will not be able to perfectly predict which cases will be reversed. I concede that because my proposal does not require governors to weed out all of the weak cases or even most of them. My proposal is that governors should only select the obviously weak cases.\footnote{141}

Sometimes governors might guess wrong and allow a weak case to remain in the system. Sometimes they might remove a case from death row that could have survived appellate scrutiny. I certainly do not suggest otherwise. My argument is only that there are a sizeable number of cases in which governors' educated guesses are likely to be accurate, and those cases are worth millions in litigation costs.

So, how would governors know which cases to commute? The first obvious set of cases would be the ones in which an appellate court was divided on direct review. When judges dissent on direct review they typically write detailed opinions specifying their reasons. Governors could simply have their legal counsel read and analyze the dissenting opinions to see if they find the dissenting opinions convincing. In assessing the divided cases, governors could also consider other factors about the dissents. For instance, was the dissent written by a judge with a reputation for being skeptical of the death penalty? Or was the dissent authored by a judge who has regularly upheld death sentences in the past? Was there only one dissenting vote, or did multiple judges believe that a death sentence was unconstitutional? In short, governors could utilize some background knowledge about the judiciary, do some nose counting, and have their counsel's office do some legal analysis. In some cases this will be more than sufficient to hazard a good prediction that an inmate will probably not be executed.

\footnote{141. The number of weak cases will vary across the United States. In some jurisdictions it might be a large percentage of cases. Think of California, which executes almost no one. In other states it might be a small percentage of cases. Think of Texas, which is quite skilled at quickly getting from death sentence to execution. I am certainly not suggesting that each state should commute an equal percentage of death sentences.}
A second set of cases governors would look closely at would be ones in which a problematic actor had been involved in the prosecution.\(^{142}\) For instance, consider Dr. George Denkowski, a psychologist who examined at least sixteen defendants sentenced to death in Texas.\(^{143}\) Denkowski testified as an expert witness for the State of Texas and told juries that defendants met the intelligence threshold to be executed.\(^{144}\) Yet, psychologists and defense attorneys complained that Denkowski used unscientific methods that artificially inflated defendants’ intelligence scores in order to make them death eligible.\(^{145}\) In 2011, Dr. Denkowski reached a settlement with the Texas State Board of Examiners of Psychologists in which he agreed never to perform the tests again in exchange for complaints against him being dismissed.\(^{146}\) At the time of the settlement, fourteen of the sixteen inmates Dr. Denkowski testified against remained on death row.\(^{147}\)

After the rebuke of Dr. Denkowski, the governor of Texas could have, but did not, commute any of the death penalty cases Denkowski was involved in. Instead, costly litigation continued. For example, the Texas Court of Criminal Appeals remanded the case of John Matamoros to the trial court to re-examine the psychological evidence.\(^{148}\) The trial court denied relief and the Texas Court of Criminal Appeals, over the dissent of two judges, affirmed.\(^{149}\) The case then proceeded to wind its way through the

\(^{142}\) I am grateful to Professor Lee Kovarsky for making this point to me.


\(^{144}\) Id.

\(^{145}\) Id.

\(^{146}\) Id.

\(^{147}\) Id.


federal courts, where it remains today. Perhaps Matamoros will ultimately be executed. But there stands a good chance that his case (and the other cases involving Dr. Denkowski) will not end in executions.

A third set of cases for governors to consider commuting are those likely to be effected by recent Supreme Court decisions. For instance, after the Supreme Court’s decision in Atkins v. Virginia forbidding the execution of the mentally retarded, it was unclear who qualified as mentally handicapped. Almost any legal observer could have predicted that litigating that question would take years. And, indeed, in the nearly fifteen years since Atkins there has been a tremendous amount of legal wrangling. During that time, courts have reversed the death sentences of ninety-eight inmates because of a finding of mental handicap or retardation. Some of those reversals might not have been predicted. But governors surely could have looked at the evidence in a number of those Atkins cases and predicted that the death sentences would be overturned. Indeed, in roughly a dozen of those cases, the inmates had IQ scores in the fifties. Governors in these and other cases could have preemptively granted clemency to short circuit the time-consuming and expensive appellate process.

In asserting that governors can predict that certain death sentences are likely to be reversed, I do not want to over-claim. I am not asserting that governors will know the outcome of all or even most death sentences. And I am not guaranteeing that governors would always predict correctly without engaging in false positives or false negatives. I am asserting only that in some

---

150. See Matamoros v. Stephens, 783 F.3d 212, 227 (5th Cir. 2015) (finding that Matamoros was competent to be executed).
152. See id. at 304 (giving the authority to the states to determine how to evaluate mental handicap).
154. Id.
cases governors can make educated guesses that are very likely to be correct, and that those estimations would save the states a tremendous amount of time and money. If that is correct, the remaining question is whether governors would make those commutation deals or whether politics would stand in the way.

VI. Politics Is Not a Fatal Obstacle to Post-Trial Plea Bargaining Via Executive Clemency

The most significant objection to a proposal for governors to use their clemency power to plea bargain weak cases out of the system is that governors will not be willing to take the political risk. The conventional wisdom is that commutations are bad politics and that governors, who often want to be presidents, are not interested in anything that is bad politics. Thus governors try to pass the buck to pardon boards and the courts so as not to be responsible for executions.\footnote{See The Diffusion of Responsibility, supra note 40, at 671–73 (listing examples of governors, courts, and pardon boards all saying that it is one of the other group’s responsibility to determine clemency).}

The paltry number of individualized commutations—roughly seventy in forty years—suggests that the conventional wisdom is correct. Moreover, when governors have gone out on a limb and commuted the sentences of murderers, they have suffered criticism and occasional electoral defeats. For instance, Governor Mike Huckabee was criticized for granting clemency to a man who went on to murder four police officers.\footnote{See Clemency and Presidential Administration, supra note 60, at 823 (explaining why some pundits thought this grant of clemency would limit Governor Huckabee’s chances at being elected to other political offices).} Decades earlier, Governor Michael DiSalle of Ohio likely lost re-election in part because he commuted six death sentences.\footnote{See Daniel T. Kobil, The Quality of Mercy Strained: Wrestling the Pardoning Power From the King, 69 Tex. L. Rev. 569, 607–08 (1991) (describing how the press mocked the governor for seeming “soft” on crime).} And although not a commutation, the furlough of convicted murderer Willie Horton in Massachusetts (who subsequently raped a woman) was

The argument for the conventional wisdom is strong, but there are reasons to be skeptical of the contention that governors will never embrace executive clemency. Starting with the non-capital context, governors with future aspirations have been more willing to grant clemency than people recognize. As Professor Rachel Barkow has explained, Governor Mike Huckabee granted clemency to more than 1,000 people, many during his first term in office.\footnote{159}{See Rachel E. Barkow, The Politics of Forgiveness: Reconceptualizing Clemency, 21 FED. SENT'G REP. 153, 153 (2009) [hereinafter The Politics of Forgiveness] (observing that Governor Huckabee’s “approach to clemency seems to have been driven in part by [his] religious faith and moral convictions”).}

Other governors with bright political futures—such as Tim Kaine of Virginia and Robert Ehrlich of Maryland—made robust use of their clemency power.\footnote{160}{See Cara H. Drinan: Clemency in a Time of Crisis, 28 GA. ST. U.L. REV. 1123, 1149–50 (2012) (noting that many of these grants of clemency are still being challenged in the courts).} Indeed, even the most politically savvy politicians—such as Governor (and former head of the Republican National Committee) Haley Barbour—aggressively exercised clemency power in recent years.\footnote{161}{See generally Heise, supra note 11, at 983–84.}

Turning to the capital context, Professor Michael Heise’s careful empirical study of clemency grants found that political variables had no statistically significant impact.\footnote{162}{See generally Heise, supra note 11, at 983–84.} A few anecdotal examples further the story. For instance, John Kasich was elected governor of Ohio in 2010 after a long political career in Washington, D.C. and with well-known aspirations to run for president. (In fact, Kasich did run for president in 2016.) Shortly
after taking office, Governor Kasich commuted five death sentences. The reasons for the commutations were varied—level of involvement in the crime, abusive childhood, mental incapacity, lack of a life without parole option, and poor legal representation—but notably in none of the cases was there strong evidence of innocence. These commutations therefore carried some political risk, but Governor Kasich granted the commutations anyway.

When Maryland abolished capital punishment in 2013, it did not do so retroactively, thus leaving four inmates on death row. Governor Martin O’Malley, who had plans to run for president, could have ignored those four inmates, but he commuted their sentences to life without parole.

Relatedly, over the last decade there has been a growing consensus that cost is a major factor in criminal justice decision-making. As Professor Cara Drinan has explained, “the economic downturn has forced even states with the toughest record on criminal sanctions to reconsider sentencing policy.” Texas declined to build expensive new prisons and instead diverted offenders to treatment programs. Multiple states have softened drug-sentencing laws to reduce the costs of incarceration. Conservative politicians—a group formerly at the forefront of tough on crime politics—formed the “Right on

163. Clemency, supra note 48.
166. Drinan, supra note 161, at 1150.
167. Id.
168. See Mary D. Fan, Street Diversion and Decarceration, 50 AM. CRIM. L. REV. 165, 173 (2013) (listing other reforms, such as rehabilitation programs, that states have also enacted).
POST-TRIAL PLEA BARGAINING IN CAPITAL CASES

Crime” movement in an effort to promote cost-effective criminal justice.169

I am not arguing that governors are now ready to robustly embrace capital clemency. Rather, I am making the more modest assertion that there are weaknesses in the conventional story that governors are petrified of commuting death sentences. And with the emerging recognition around the country that costs should factor into criminal justice decision-making, there is room for governors to consider using their power to engage in post-trial plea bargaining.

VII. Conclusion

Only days before Robert Gattis was to be executed in early 2012, Governor Jack Markell of Delaware commuted Gattis’ death sentence because he had been physically and sexually abused as a child.170 Governor Markell conditioned the commutation as follows:

(1) Mr. Gattis shall forever drop all legal challenges to his conviction and sentence, as commuted; (2) Mr. Gattis shall forever waive any right to present a future commutation or pardon request and agree to live out his natural life in the custody of the Department of Correction; (3) Mr. Gattis will be housed in the Maximum Security Unit . . . and (4) Mr. Gattis, after consultation with counsel, shall knowingly, willingly and voluntarily accept these conditions, as determined by the Superior Court.171


Gattis agreed to the conditions, the commutation moved forward, and Gattis was spared execution.

On the surface, Governor Markell’s conditional commutation seems to be the approach I have advocated for in this Article. The governor and an inmate struck a deal whereby the governor granted commutation and the inmate agreed to forego future appeals. However, the Gattis commutation differed in a significant respect from the approach I have advocated. Governor Markell granted clemency after the appeals process had run its course and only days before Gattis was to be executed. As such, Governor Markell did not procure a tangible benefit for the State of Delaware in exchange for the commutation. While we can debate whether it would be morally preferable to execute or not execute Gattis, there is no question that Governor Markell’s last-minute commutation did not save the State of Delaware money by reducing costly litigation.

This Article has argued that governors should not limit clemency simply to situations in which executions seem morally questionable. Governors should instead more broadly utilize their clemency power to improve the functioning of the capital punishment system. Capital clemency should be used as a form of post-trial plea bargaining in which governors weed weak cases out of the system. Governors should engage in clemency bargaining early in the appellate life of a capital case. When there is a good indication that a capital case will not end in execution, perhaps because judges dissented on direct review and foreshadowed a later appellate or habeas reversal, governors should strike a deal with the death-row inmate. In exchange for clemency, the inmate must give up all further appellate review of the case. Such conditional commutations would be perfectly constitutional. And in a sizeable number of cases, the deal would be in the best interests of the State and the death-row inmate.